
 

SomeProblems

Showthatfor rational billiards
each trajectory travels in a

finite number of directions

If we unfold a rebel of a
minglerpoint with cone

auglePI showthat we get a
p to 1 weep

in a neighborhood

of the singular point
03 Show that the probability that a random

pair of integers is relatively
prime is to where 567 ta



show that the geodesic flow
on a translation surface
extends continuously to
a scugolau point ifand

only if the cone angle
is equal to 2T

so show that the billiard
flow has a continuous
extension a vertex of a

polygon if the cone angle
has the form Iq



Show that a rational polygon

tiles the plane by reflection if
and only if it corresponds
to a translation surface
of genus 1

Find the rational triangles
that the the plane by
reflection



Show that gluing together
opposite sides of the regular

octagongives a surface
of genus 2 with one

cone pant with one

angle 61T
show that glong together
opposite sides of a decagon

gives a surface of gems 2

with 2 care points with
coke angles 41Teach



Let us assert that the
curvature of a translation
surface at a singular
point with coue angle a

15 24 c Show that with
this definition of curvature

the Gauss Bonnet theorem
holds four translation
surfaces



110 It a translation surface is

given by a holomorphic I farm

then the order of the

Zero is
2

G I

Given a lattice 14122 and
a basis Y V so f myth him

with v fab he 18

We associate 1 with the

matrix µ rit Lab 8



Or show that changing the
basis of a lattice corresponds
to the right action of54474

Oi show that changing a lattice
on tows by applying the
geometric action of a matrix
A comic spouds to changing
the matrix representation
by left multiplication byA



04 Consider the translation
surface associated to

the slot rectangle Show

that if the slit lengths
is rational then this
surface is square tiledwhile if the sht length
is whatcoual then the
542,112 orbit closure is Ey



150 Show that the collection of
parallelogram tiled surfaces

is closed and 542,112 invariant


